Past Afternoon Book Club Selections
Sunset Park

The Last Child

by Paul Auster

by John Hart

A group of troubled individuals is brought
together by an enigmatic man in the
wake of the 2008 economic collapse,
including a trash-out worker who
photographs the abandoned objects of
evicted families, a celebrated actress
preparing for a Broadway return and a
publisher who would save his marriage.

Wild Indigo
by Sandi Ault
Witnessing the death of a Tanoah man
during a buffalo stampede, Bureau of
Land Management agent Jamaica Wild
begins to suspect that the man's demise
may not have been accidental and
evaluates the evidence at the side of her
Pueblo surrogate grandmother and an
adopted wolf cub.

The Unlikely Pilgrimage of
Harold Fry
by Rachel Joyce
Jolted out of emotional numbness by a
letter from an old friend who wants to say
goodbye before she dies, Harold Fry
embarks on a 600-mile hiking journey to
his friend's side without supplies, an
endeavor that stirs up memories of his
unhappy marital and parenting experiences.

The Age of Miracles
by Karen Thompson Walker
A painstakingly researched debut
imagines the coming-of-age story of
young Julia, whose world is thrown into
upheaval when it is discovered that the
Earth's rotation has suddenly begun to
slow, posing a catastrophic threat to life.

December 6
by Martin Cruz Smith
A disreputable American nightclub owner
with a mysterious agenda, seeks to
abandon his life in Tokyo while
desperately trying to flee to the West on
the last flight out before the Pearl Harbor.
attack.

The last child

A year after his family is shattered by the
disappearance of his twin sister, thirteenyear-old Johnny Merrimon risks
everything in a final, desperate search
through the dark side of his hometown
with the aid of a giant-sized man

The Night Strangers
by Chris Bohjalian
After he crashes his plane into Lake
Champlain, killing most of the
passengers, Chip Linton moves into a
new home with his wife and twin
daughters and soon finds himself being
haunted by the dead passengers, all
while his wife wonders why the strange
herbalist denizens of the town have taken such an interest
in her daughters.

Swim Back to Me
by Ann Packer
A volume of interlinked stories includes
the tales of a wife who struggles to make
sense of her husband's abrupt departure,
a mother who mourns a teenage son
through the music collection he left
behind and a woman who reflects on her
own broken family while attending a
brother's wedding.

The Memory of Running
by Ron McLarty
Working as a quality control inspector at
a toy factory in Rhode Island, friendless
alcoholic Smithy Ide considers himself a
loser until a tragic event prompts him to
set off on an epic cross-country bicycle
journey that promises him a final chance
to become the man he has always
wanted to be.

The Cat's Table
by Michael Ondaatje
Boarding a 1950s ship and sequestered
to an out-of-sight dining table with other
marginalized children, an eleven-year-old
boy shares rollicking adventures while
traveling to various world regions,
learning about jazz, women, and a
shackled prisoner along the way.

by John Hart

Fresh disasters

A year after his family is shattered by the
disappearance of his twin sister, thirteen-

When a managing partner takes on a

by Stuart Woods

Fresh Disasters

Agnes & the Hitman

by Stuart Woods

by Jennifer Crusie

When a managing partner takes on a
sleazy con man as a client, attorney
Stone Barrington finds himself forced to
aid the man's inept efforts to take down
an infamous mafia boss, a case in which
he teams up with former partner Dino.

Rescued during a break-in by an unlikely
hit man who has been directed by the
mob to protect her, food writer Cranky
Agnes finds her situation further
complicated by a missing cache of
money that becomes a key factor in a
Southern mafia wedding.

Lost in Shangri-la : a true story
of survival, adventure, and the
most incredible rescue mission
of World War II

The Columbus Affair
by Steve Berry
When his beloved daughter falls in the
clutches of a ruthless zealot, disgraced
journalist Tom Sagan risks everything to
embark on a perilous quest from Florida
through Prague to Jamaica in search of
an invaluable historical treasure. By the
best-selling author of The Jefferson Key.

The Physick Book of
Deliverance Dane

by Mitchell Zuckoff
Describes the 1945 odyssey of three
plane crash survivors in New Guinea who
endured a harrowing journey through the
jungle to seek help, their encounter with a
primitive tribe who had never seen white people, and their
eventual rescue by a band of paratroopers

State of Wonder

by Katherine Howe

by Ann Patchett

Forced to set aside her Ph.D. research in
order to help the settling of her late
grandmother's abandoned home, Connie
Goodwin discovers a hidden key among
her grandmother's possessions that is
linked to a darker chapter in Salem Witch
Trial history. Reprint.

March
by Geraldine Brooks
In a story inspired by the father character
in Little Women and drawn from the
journals and letters of Louisa May Alcott's
father Bronson, a man leaves behind his
family to serve in the Civil War and finds
his marriage and beliefs profoundly
challenged by his experiences.

The flight of Gemma Hardy
by Margot Livesey
Overcoming a life of hardship and
loneliness, Gemma Hardy, a brilliant and
determined young woman, accepts a
position as an au pair on the remote
Orkney Islands where she faces her
biggest challenge yet.

Illumination Night
by Alice Hoffman
A group of people on Martha's Vineyard
are brought together in a web of
yearning, sin, eroticism, and ultimate
redemption.

A researcher at a pharmaceutical
company, Marina Singh must step out of
her comfort zone when she is sent into
the heart of the Amazonian delta to check
on a field team that has been silent for
two years--a dangerous assignment that
forces Marina to confront the ghosts of
her past.

Mennonite in a Little Black
Dress : A Memoir of Going
Home
by Rhoda Janzen
A poet describes how, after her husband
of fifteen years left her for a relationship
with a man and she subsequently was
seriously injured in a car crash, she
returned home to her close-knit
Mennonite family and came to terms with her failed
marriage and the choices that both freed and entrapped
her.

Honeymoon With My Brother :
A Memoir
by Franz Wisner
A columnist and political spokesperson
recounts how after being jilted, he
strengthened his relationship with his
brother, Kurt, by sharing a fifty-threecountry, two-year vacation that was to
have been his honeymoon.

